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1. Write a precis of the following passage and add a suitable title to

it: 50

Ancient India was an advanced knowledge society. Invasions and

colonial rule destr'oyed its institutions and robbed it of its core

competence. Its people have been systematically degraded to lower

levels ofexistence. By the time theBdtishleft, ouryouthhadlowered

their aims and were satisfied earning an ordinary livelihood. India is

essentially a land of knowledge and it must rediscover itself in this

aspect. Once ttrisrediscovery is done, itwill notrequire much struggle

to achieve the quality of life, sffength and sovereignty of a developed

nation.

Knowledge has many forms and it is available at many places. It is

acquired though education, informatin, intelligence and experience.

It is available in academic institutions, with teachers, in libraries, in

resemch papers, seminar proceedings and in various organisations,

and workplaces with workers, managers, in drawings, in process sheets

and on the shop floors. Knowledge, though closely linked to education,

comes equally from learning skills such as those possessed by our

artists, craftsmen, hakims, vaidyas, philosophers and saints, as also

our housewives. Knowledge plays a very important role in their

performence and output too. Our heritage and history, the rituals,

epics andQditions thatfromspartof ourconsciousness are also vast

resources of knowledge as are our libraries anduniversities. There is

an abundance of unofthodox, earthy wisdom in our vallage. There
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are hidden treasures of knowledge in our environment" in the oceans,

bioreserves and deserts, in the plant and animal life. Every state in

our.country has a unique core competence for a knowledge society.

Knowledge has always been the prime mover of proqpelity andpower.

The acquisition of knowledge has therefore been the thrust area

throughout the world. Additionally, in India there has been a culture

of sharing it" not Only thr6ugh the tradition of Guru-shishya but also

by its spread to nighbouring countries through ravellers who came to

Nalanda and other universities drawn by theirreputation as centres

of learning. India is endor.ved with natural and competitive advantages

as also certain distinctive competencies. But these are scattered in

isolatedpackets and the awareness of these is inadequate. During

the last century the world has changed from being an agricultural

society, in which manual labour was the critical factor, to an indusfial

society where the management of technology, capital and labour

provide the competitive advantage. In the 21 st century, a new society

is emerging where knowledge is the primary production resource

instead of capital and labour. Efficient utilization of this existing

knowledge base can create wealth for us in the form of better health'

education andotherindicators ofprogress. The ability tocreate and

maintain the knowledge infrasfuctgre, to enhance skills and increase

productivity through the exploitation of advances in various fields will

be the key factors in deciding the prosperity of this society. whether

a nation qualitjes as a knowled.ge society is judged by how effectireiy

ic depJs with knowledge creation and knowledge deployment.

The knowledge society has twovery importantcomponents driven

by societal transformation and wealth generatiotr. The societal

ffansformation is in respect of education, health care, agriculture and

governance.Thesewillleadtoemnploymentgeneration,higli
productivity and rural prosperity'

2. Write an essay on any one of the following topics : 100

(a) The Role of Media in Indian democratic polity'

O) Regional literature andcultrnal integration in India'
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(c) Whither Indianagriculture?

. (d) Giobalterrorismandwhatitmean_stolndia.
(e) Politicsandpersonalchatacter. 

:

3. Read the following passage and ansqer the questions that follow :

What sort of a thing is historical thinking and how does it differ
from other sorts of thinking-thinking in the natural sciences, for
example ? Probably the best way of approaching the question is to

ask what it is the historian is seeking to investigate and what he

hopes to discover. The first answer that occurs is the obvious one

that he aims at an intelligent reconsffuction of the past. And it might
be thought that in itself work serve to make off history as a separate

branchof knowledge.

The natural sciences, it is easy to suppose, are concerned with the

world around us the rely on sense perception for their data. History,

by way of contrast, is concerned with the past, and memory
impressions must hence from an indispensable part of its raw material.

But, in fact, the contrastbetrveen history and the natural sciences is
not so sharp as that. In the frrst plan, it is not true that the scientist is

concerned with the present to the exclusion of the past. Quite apart
ftom the fact that memory knowledge enters into all p'resent perrceptual

judgements about objects, it is necessary to remember the existence

ofsuch studies as geology and palaeontology to see that there are

branches of scientific enquiry which study the past rather than the

present. And again, it cannot be held that history is, without
qualifrcation, a study of the past. There are large portions of the pasr

of which history as normally understood takes no cognizance whatever

for instance, all those ages which preceded the evolution of man to
something like the sort of creafure he is now.

To define history as the study of the pasq and to ground its autonomy

as a from of knowledge on that point cannot thus be defended. But
of course, history is, in some sense, a study of the past. Whatpast ?

The answeris the past of human beings. History beings to be
interested in the past when human being first appear in it. Its essential
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concem is with human experiences and actiorrs. It is true, of course

ttrat tristory records rnt nrely $lpt hurnaa beingsdid ard suffiere4

but also a considerable number of natural events in the past -

earthquakes, floods, droughts and the like. The historian is not

concerned, at any point of his work, with nature for its own sake;

only with nanye as abaclground to human activities. If he mentions

natural events, it is because these events had effects on the lives of

men and women whose experience he is describing. Had thy no

such effects, he wouldnothave mentionedthem'

That this is not mere dogmatism.the reader can see for himself by

reflecting on actual historical writing. A history of the world does not

normally begin with speculations aboutthe origins of the universe,

nor does it include an account of the mutations of plant and animal

species once life had appeared on this planet. Its effective range is

very much shorter; itconcentrates on the activities ofman as known

over acomparatively brief space of time'

And in case anyone thinks that this is mere shortsightedness on the

past of historians, reflecting the anti-scientific bent of their education,

andpoints out thatlrzk H.G. Wells in his Outline of History has offered

something much more comprehensive, it may be relevant here to

mention that even Mr. wells is primarily concemed in hi s work wi th

the activities of human beings, and that his early chapters whatever

their ostensible purpose, are, in fact, inserted because he thinks they

thrbw light on human nature. what stress to lay on the natural

background to man'S actions, and how far to connect those actions

with man's animal nature, are points which individual historians much

decide for themselves. Mr. Wells has chosen to go a long way back,

buthasnotchangedthenature of history is doing so, therefore, itcan

be said that the human past is the primary object of the historian's

shrdy.

(a) Write, in your own words, a sunmary of the above passage' 40

o) How does historical thinking differ fiom other kinds of thinking?

4
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(c) In what sense is history the study of,thepasl and how does it
perform its task ? r",, ,. 4

(d) What does a reader learn about history:flom reflecting on

histqical writings ? 4
(e) What is cousidered 'a mere short sightedness on the past of the

historians'? 4
(f) Whatis the author'sdefinitionof history andhow doeshqjustifu

it? 4

4. Amplify the ideas contained in any trvo of the following : 30><?fl
(a) A birdin hand is worth two in the bush.

(b) Poets are the unacknowledged legislators of mankind.

' (c) Necessity.knowsnolaw.
(d) Peacehathhervictories

No less renownedthan war.

(e): Onernan's.meatisanotherman'spoison. I
5. Writetheantonymsofanyfiveofthefollowing: 2:<5=10 ,

(a) Attract , ,

O) Absolute

(c) Brutal

(d) Calm

(e) Chaos

(0 C-on&mn

G) Dsclose

(h) Persist

O Spitetul

() Rash

6. Frame sentences with any five of the following words as directed :

(a) shy(asverb) 
2v5=lo

O) root(asverb)
(c) still(asadjective)
(d) onlydssadve$)
(e) much(asnoun)

i,",: (5)
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€),,i d6{r/ii{:asigeib),.',i:i- ; i-:j ;

G) as (asPronoun)

(h) long(as advei$,)

Rewrite the following sent€nces as dkeeted.(ary*ve} 2x5=I0
(a) ," Ten h.int toeo&r€ at ers. $*range ihte passive {iolce} , .

O) He alwaysrepayswhateverheborrows;'r - ; :.,'t;:

'. lMakeiitaioegati','qi: ,r,;i .

(c) We shall combine the three Departments into one:
: l(Cdrfsctthosc'nten@)'-," -' ''''-:' '-" '" ""..r::' , ,,'i ,: ,'t:

(d) This rake istlgircd it not betterttlanttrebtrScrle., . . : ,

' .: .(CorrO0tthe.seflbnce) :, , -;,:,:e:'j{., : ..-,:

(e) She picked the flowers, ttrcn # anangeddrcrrr&Earitifully for
her guests. ...j r ,.i.. ...i;,tl t,

Make it a simple sent€iEg)' ; 1:l,r r:r;,,rr :.,, 
": 

i''.; ; i t,;,."'

(0 When I merhifr,he {work} in thef,sctori,f@ tedyears.
(Uset-hecorrrect:tenseof theverb).i ., :.',: .; :, i .

7.
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(g) An amendment was sought to be introduced:,. :..

(changeitintoactivevoice) 1.::; i';1,.,
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